
Cultural Cohesion 
Quality Mark

Building harmonious relationships



The Cultural Cohesion Quality Mark was 
born out of a simple but fundamental idea. 
As individuals, as organisations, and as 
communities, we have a responsibility and an 
opportunity to change society for the better. 
We also need to recognise those who are 
working hard to achieve this, and help them 
raise their profile and give them a platform 
to share their ideas. 

What is the CCQM?

Be it in workplaces, in schools or out in the community, 
the focus of the CCQM is to recognise and support those 
who want to:

 Help to improve the interactions between people and build 
stronger, harmonious relationships

 Develop the knowledge and behaviours needed to enjoy living 
and working in places where cultural and social diversity is 
recognised and promoted

 Increase opportunities and foster achievement for everyone 
Beginning your journey to achieving the Cultural Cohesion 
Quality Mark will mean committing to these aims, gaining 
valuable learning, support and recognition along the way.



Why is this needed? 

Inequality, bias and discrimination exists in 
all walks of life – in gender, race, age, class, 
disability, locality, religion and more. This stifles 
opportunities and takes a heavy toll on people’s 
wellbeing and happiness. 

This has serious consequences. It creates generational poverty 
and deprivation, makes businesses less productive, and causes 
community tensions to rise as society becomes more fractured 
and divided. It’s important that we are aware of this and act to 
make a difference. 

 External recognition of commitment, action and progress 
towards culturally and socially inclusive relationships and 
practice.

 Increased wellbeing and productivity by improving the 
day-to-day interactions that you and those around you are 
involved in.

Benefits of the CCQM

Open to all organisations, 
businesses and communities.



How does it work?

The CCQM is comprised of three phases and 
seven steps. 

Participants complete all phases before 
applying for validation. Every successful round 
of validation is recognised with a different level 
of Quality Mark Award – Bronze, Silver, Gold and 
Excellence.

The Developing phase requires organisations to reflect upon 
possible areas of improvement and to publicise their findings and 
subsequent goals and then begin learning about other people’s 
experiences.

The Achieving phase encourages organisations and 
participants to take positive action to improve their Attitudes, 
Practices, Participation, Innovation and Skills. 

The Foundation phase encourages organisations and 
individuals to register and show full commitment to the cultural 
cohesion journey by raising awareness and ensuring full signup 
from all participants/members/employees.



Did you know?

Ask yourselves – can you help 
to change for the better? 

Research has showed that people with 
Chinese, African, Indian or Pakistani-sounding 
names were 28% less likely to be invited 
to a job interview than people with English-
sounding names, despite having identical 
qualifications

78% of UK companies have a gender pay gap 
that favours men, with far fewer women in senior 
positions

67% of the British public feel 
uncomfortable around disabled people, 
and over a third think disabled people are less 
productive. Unsurprisingly, 38% of disabled 
people have faced challenges around 
work and employment due to other people’s 
attitudes

Almost one in five LGBT staff have been the 
target of negative comments or conduct in the 
workplace last year because they’re LGBT

20 children are excluded from school every 
day for the racist abuse of their peers 
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On average a boy born in one of the most affluent areas will 
outlive a boy born in one of the poorest by 8.4 years 

One in eight of the working age population are 
from a BME background, yet only one in 16 top 
management positions are held by a minority 
ethnic person
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Next steps
Register

 Register your interest in CCQM and we’ll get back to you 
soon

 You can do this online, by phone or by email. Our details are 
below

Learn

 The CCQM aims to improve interactions and relationships, 
and by doing so reduce inequality, bias and discrimination. 
This is an ongoing process that requires lifelong learning

 Start reading up about the different issues we all face in 
the workplace, in schools or in the community due to our 
different backgrounds and circumstances

 Discover what you can do to make a difference 

Share

 Spread the message with colleagues, family, friends.

 Tweet ‘I’m interested in the @iCCQM’      
and follow us for updates



Contact Us 
  Contact@iCCQM.org  
 0113 535 0700 
 @iCCQM

#makeyour mark
#harmoniousrelationships
www.iccqm.org
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